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The Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing 

Risks of New & Disruptive Technologies: A Futures-

oriented Scoping Review 

Abstract 

New and disruptive technologies, including cryptocurrencies and new payment methods, are revolutionising 

the way people engage with finance. Although they provide significant benefits to consumers, they are also 

inadvertently creating new money laundering and terrorist financing risks. This paper examines the risks that 

are, or are predicted to be, prevalent in three technology sectors – distributed ledger technologies, new payment 

methods and financial technologies (FinTech), through a systematic scoping review process. Specifically, the 

paper identifies enablers of both crimes, the precise criminal methods they might facilitate, at-risk stakeholders 

(of exploitation and/or complicity) and risk characteristics. The study involves systematic scoping reviews of 

the academic and futures literatures as well as a consultation exercise with experts to assess the likely veracity 

of the findings. In addition to identifying an array of specific risks, we identify six underlying trends that 

facilitate them. We discuss these, their policy implications, future directions for research and their benefit for 

conducting risk assessments to assess forthcoming technological developments. 

Keywords: money laundering, terrorist financing, blockchain, cryptocurrencies, new payment methods, 

FinTech 
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Introduction 

On 18 March 2018, details emerged about how Uber’s ride-hailing application was being abused by criminals to 

produce ‘ghost rides’ to launder money (Teicher 2018a). The same year, it transpired that a 2017 Chinese ban 

on cryptocurrencies, initiated due to money laundering concerns, had backfired, with Chinese engagement in 

cryptocurrency services increasing by 231% throughout the next year (O’Brien 2018; Rapoza 2017). More 

recently in 2019, German anti-money laundering authorities criticised a prominent digital-only bank for their 

transaction monitoring backlog, arising from their rapid rise in customers (Megaw 2019). 

These revelations may initially seem unrelated. However, they all signify ways in which new and disruptive 

technologies are creating criminal opportunities for disguising illicit funds. This process, namely money 

laundering (ML), also shares similarities with methods used for terrorist financing (TF). For both crimes, 

offenders have long utilised several different techniques, exploiting vulnerabilities across a large array of 

financial services, to conduct illicit transactions without being detected. Traditional methods to bypass detection 

include mingling illicit cash through cash-intensive businesses to declare it as legitimate income, converting 

proceeds into foreign currency or funnelling cash through illicit accounts, casinos, securities or shell companies, 

amongst others (He 2010). All these methods are now being enhanced by the widespread adoption of new and 

disruptive technologies. 

New and disruptive technologies 

Disruptive technologies refer to innovations that substantially alter existing markets and operations due to 

vastly superior attributes (Smith 2020). The examples with which this article began highlight the risks posed by 

three particular strands of technologies, namely distributed ledger technologies (cryptocurrencies), new 

payment methods and financial technology (FinTech).  

Distributed ledger technologies (DLT) provide a digital, decentralised ledger platform open for a specific or 

limitless number of users (Christie 2018). Unlike normal ledgers, however, they are not governed by a central 

authority such as a government or bank (Barone and Masciandaro 2019; Choo 2015). Instead, the ledger (and 

copies of it) is maintained by its users, acting semi-anonymously through consensus mechanisms to 

authenticate and add new transactions using cryptographic methods (Choo 2015). Blockchain is perhaps the 

most prominent example of a distributed ledger, where users can trade cryptocurrencies (digital tokens 

representing value) with each other (Campbell-Verduyn 2018). DLT is also evolving further to allow the trade 

of other forms of assets, represented digitally through associated crypto-tokens, without mediators or central 

authority oversight (Tapscott and Tapscott 2016). 

New payment methods (NPMs), which represent modern ways of completing financial transactions, have long 

been regarded ML/TF risks (FATF 2006a), particularly in developing countries lacking extensive financial 

services or regulation compliance (Buku and Meredith 2012; Vlcek 2011). NPMs include mobile money transfers 

and pre-paid cards, which allow users to store, transfer and withdraw funds without needing a bank account. 

Other NPMs, such as mobile payment apps with in-app payment processing capabilities mentioned above (e.g. 

Uber), are newer developments that diversify possibilities available to criminals.  
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Financial services, meanwhile, are currently the main focus of ‘anti-money laundering’ (AML) and ‘countering 

the financing of terrorism’ (CFT) regulations. These require financial institutions to conduct customer due 

diligence (CDD) on clients to understand ‘normal’ transaction patterns, allowing suspicious transactions to be 

detected and reported to designated national financial intelligence units (Mugarura 2014). However, FinTech 

innovation is rapidly digitising traditional services, allowing increasingly remote and anonymous access to 

online banking, fundraising and securities trading. Exemplifying their risks, the United Kingdom has identified 

a ‘significant growth’ of suspicious activity reports filed between 2017 and 2020 by such services (HM Treasury 

and Home Office 2020, 55), though this could be due to better employee training or a pre-emptive drive for 

compliance with forthcoming regulations. This paper defines FinTech as technology-enabled financial services 

and products, specifically distinct from non-bank payment technologies (covered in NPMs) and blockchain 

technology (covered in DLT). Other research may adopt different definitions. 

Research objectives 

Since the 1990s, authorities have worryingly fallen behind the advances of the modern-day criminal (Ekblom 

1997), who have devised innovative ways to bypass AML/CFT regulations. There exists an evident need to 

further understand the ML/TF risks of new and disruptive technologies to develop better pre-emptive 

countermeasures. In addition to technological changes, the Covid-19 pandemic serves as a reminder that the 

convergence of multiple trends can accelerate change. For example, the pandemic has caused a decline in 

physical cash use and a convergence to risk-prone digital payments mediums (Sheluchin 2020). Online crime, 

in particular Covid-19-related fraud, has subsequently increased (FATF 2020; Nolte et al. 2021; EUROPOL 

2021), emphasising the urgency associated with understanding the new digital laundering trends that 

consequently arise. 

In response, this paper presents a scoping review to gain an understanding of the three technology categories 

described above (DLT, NPMs, and FinTech) and their future ML/TF risks. It then assesses findings for common 

deficiencies and underlying trends of innovation and criminal abuse. These are intended to form the basis of 

risk assessments that assess future developments for their ML/TF risk, which can assist in futureproofing them 

during development by identifying the specific ‘vectors’ through which developing technologies can exhibit 

ML/TF deficiencies. To ensure that the review focus is sufficiently futures-oriented, this paper adopts a modified 

methodology, discussed next. Hence, besides the ML/TF focus, this review exercise also explores possible ways 

of improving the horizon scanning utility of scoping reviews as a second research outcome.  

METHODS 

Scoping reviews are used to review existing literature or evidence on a given subject (Grant and Booth 2009). 

Their aims, which are often less specific than systematic reviews, can include exploring evidence in an emerging 

field, mapping existing concepts to categories, uncovering new trends, identifying gaps in existing literature 

and/or summarising evidence for policymakers (Arksey and O’Malley 2005; Peters et al. 2015).  

This review complies with the PRISMA-ScR checklist (see supplementary material), a standardised framework 

designed to ensure quality and reproducible results (Tricco et al. 2018), with three additional modifications, 

namely: 
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1. The use of two distinct databases to source academic and futures-oriented publications 

2. A quality assessment of publications to account for the diversity of material consulted 

3. An expert verification of the review outcomes 

The aim of these modifications was to maximise the futures-oriented focus of the paper, to contrast the sorts of 

insights provided by material identified using the two databases, and to assess (given the often speculatory 

nature of the material consulted) the extent to which field experts concurred with the findings of our review. 

The application of these considerations, bar the expert verification (which is explained after the results of the 

scoping review), are discussed throughout the methodology below. 

Identifying relevant studies 

The choice of two distinct databases (academic and futures-oriented) was based on the findings of a study by 

Hiltunen (2008, 30), who surveyed 65 futurists (researchers or consultants in futures-oriented subjects) and 

found that more than half considered ‘popular science and economic magazines’ and reports of research 

institutes as good sources for ‘weak signals’. Weak signals are initial indicators of potentially significant 

forthcoming change not necessarily present in peer-reviewed empirical journal articles (Dufva 2019).  

The academic database chosen for this review was ProQuest Central (PQC). This is the largest multidisciplinary 

academic full-text database available, incorporating 47 specific databases and 175 topic areas. These include 

region-specific databases and subject-specific ones, ranging from medicine to social sciences. Journal articles, 

books, working papers, pre-prints and conference papers/proceedings are indexed by PQC and were included 

in our search criteria. 

The futures-oriented database chosen was Shaping Tomorrow (ST), a strategic foresight platform which uses 

‘semantic and big data analysis, taxonomies [and] natural language processing’ to search news and other media. 

ST scans 15,000 futures-oriented news and expert sources daily (Shaping Tomorrow, n.d.).  

Each search was run separately for ML/TF on both databases (for a total of four searches). An initial search was 

completed for the period 1 January 2013 to 15 January 2020 (ST produced no meaningful results before 2013). 

A follow-up search was subsequently conducted to cover the period 15 January to 31 December 2020. In total, 

PQC produced 272 and 76 results for ML and TF respectively, while ST produced 220 and 48 respectively. The 

search strings used and the results per search are shown in appendix 1. 

Study selection 

Collected studies were subject to a three-phase hierarchical exclusion process which involved (A) excluding 

miscategorised publications, (B) excluding irrelevant PQC publications based on their abstract and (C) 

excluding irrelevant publications based on a full text review. Phase B could not be applied to ST publications as 

the vast majority of them did not have abstracts. The process is shown in more detail in appendix 2. 

Since ML/TF had separate search queries, some publications were identified by and relevant to both searches. 

However, some publications – 10 identified using PQC and 16 identified using ST – retrieved for one crime only 

were deemed relevant to (and included in the analyses for) both after full-text analyses. Therefore, the eventual 
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number of PQC publications analysed for ML and TF were 44 and 24, respectively, while the number of ST 

publications increased to 49 and 24 respectively. 

Quality assessment 

A quality assessment is not required for scoping reviews (Arksey and O’Malley 2005). However, the diversity of 

publication types arising from consulting two distinct databases, ranging in this case from governmental reports 

to unedited blog posts, creates disparity in the quality of the consulted evidence. A general assessment of the 

state of the art is therefore useful for acknowledging this and determining the level and reliability of intelligence 

obtained from them.  

To do this, publications were scored (out of 4) for neutrality, evidence, relevance and clarity. Neutrality 

concerned the level of external review to which publications were subjected. Evidence concerned the validity 

and originality of evidence on which publications based their findings. Relevance concerned the quantity of 

relevant information that was coded from publications, while clarity focused more on the quality – namely, the 

extent to which the ML/TF implications of findings were explicitly discussed. The specific criteria is shown in 

table A2, appendix 3. 

The formation of this protocol was an iterative process, developed to assess the types of publication reviewed 

here specifically. Before scoring, a sample (10% across databases) of publications were scored by three raters to 

ensure that the assessment criteria were clear and illustrative, with a second round of scoring after initial 

adjustments. High levels of inter-rater reliability were achieved after the second round (ranging from 

κ=0.6807–0.8438, see appendix 2 table A3). 

Extracting data 

Data extraction was conducted by the lead author. Publication author, date, type and topic were extracted for 

both databases (PQC and ST). Study methodology was retrieved for PQC publications only, while publication 

source (such as ‘news site’ or ‘international organisation’) was coded for ST only. This data is available in the 

supplementary dataset; publication type data is also presented in figure 1 as a summary, to showcase the sources 

from which the results (and the subsequent discussion) derive.  

 

Fig. 1 Consulted publication types 
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Research-specific insights (see table 1) were also collected and are reported in the results section below. In line 

with realistic evaluation and review (Pawson and Tilley 1997), the aim was to collect information not just about 

what could be exploited but the mechanism(s) through which (i.e. how) it could be exploited. 

Table 1 Research-specific data collected from publications 

Insight Description 

Enablers Specific developments that present (or could present) ML/TF risks 

ML/TF methods Potential ways of committing ML/TF offences using the identified enablers  

At-risk stakeholders Entities that could be exploited by and/or be complicit with ML/TF offenders 

Risk characteristics Criminogenic features of enablers that make them ideal for ML/TF purposes 

 

RESULTS 

The number of publications relevant to each technology category is shown in table 2. Some publications related 

to more than one category or crime type, so the column totals add up to more than the identified publications.  

Table 2 Number of publications with relevant content per technology category 

Category 
PQC ST 

Totals 
ML (44) TF (24) ML (49) TF (24) 

Distributed ledger technologies (DLT) 36 18 43 24 121 

New payment methods (NPMs) 15 11 10 6 42 

Financial technology (FinTech) 10 7 9 3 29 

Figures in parentheses show total publications included for each search 
 

Given the futures-oriented nature of this review, the timespan of the reviewed content is worth noting. The 

median quarter-year of publications was Q1 2018 for PQC and Q3 2017 for ST – representing a similar temporal 

trend in publications for both databases. It should be noted that, given the time delay associated with peer-

review and publication of academic articles, their date of publication may not necessarily reflect the time period 

discussed in the research. The inclusion of ST articles, which include content (such as news articles) with a 

comparatively faster review-to-publish timeframe, was therefore additionally beneficial in this regard.  

Quality assessment scores 

ST average total scores (9.20 for ST_ML and 8.96 for ST_TF) were more than 2 points below those of PQC (11.61 

for PQC_ML and 12.08 for PQC_TF), a statistically significant difference (Mann Whitney U=609, z=-4.29, 

p<0.01). Detailed results can be seen in Appendix 3 Table A2. 

On average, neutrality, relevance and clarity scores were particularly lower for ST. This was because many were 

news articles or corporate blogs with less robust editing standards than PQC journal articles. Also, ST 

publications were comparatively briefer and often tackled issues from a compliance perspective rather than the 

nature of new threats, leading to lower clarity and relevance scores. However, ST publications were comparable 
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to PQC publications for ‘evidence’, since low scores for blog posts and other such publications were coupled with 

high scores for governmental or institutional reports.  

The results below provide a narrative synthesis of the insights acquired from publications, drawing on the 

relevant literature. The vast majority of cited material in the results are reviewed publications. However, in some 

instances, publications from outside the review are drawn on to provide definitional clarifications or to link 

discussions arising from the review to wider (and perhaps more recent) developments of relevance.  

We first present findings that are specific to each technology category and then – in a subsequent discussion 

section – draw out themes that emerged across them. As previously stated, these themes were then assessed by 

an expert panel. All the findings discussed are listed in the supplementary material with definitions. Figure 2 

shows the overall number of research-specific data insights coded per each technology category. 

 

Fig. 2 Number of enablers, ML/TF methods, at-risk stakeholders and risk characteristics coded per technology 

category from each database  
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tokens’) such as Bitcoin (the most frequently identified enabler), a number of publications identified stablecoins 

(tokens with fixed exchange rates to standard currency), ‘coloured coins’ (coins with additional asset ownership 

information attached to them), utility/security tokens (powering decentralised finance protocols) and privacy 

coins (tokens with obfuscated blockchains) as alternative forms of cryptoassets gaining popularity. In particular, 

coloured coins, in the form of non-fungible tokens (NFTs), soared in popularity following this review throughout 

2021. Utility and security tokens, meanwhile, reflect the similarly soaring popularity of decentralised finance 

(DeFi) protocols, which are now offering financial services in a decentralised manner using blockchain 

technology. 

The second trend was the diversification of transaction methods, which included increasingly anonymous ways 

of trading this diverse selection of assets. For some enablers, this is not necessarily their core intention; 

identified in this regard were smart contracts, which could allow illicit funds to be traded in a complex and 

automated manner (Letourneau and Whelan 2017). The Mimblewimble protocol and Layer 2 scaling solutions 

such as the Lightning Network, intended to make transactions faster and reduce transaction fees, also have the 

effect of anonymising crypto transfers (Covolo 2019). Other enablers however, such as mixers and enhanced-

privacy ‘dark wallet’ providers, were identified as being deliberately anonymous and of growing concern, given 

their active non-compliance with existing AML regulations. 

ML/TF methods 

In contrast to enablers, ML/TF methods were discussed relatively equally across articles identified using the 

two databases. They did, nevertheless, conform to the two main trends identified, namely (1) the conversion of 

illicit funds into alternative assets and (2) the use of more elusive methods for doing so. The former trend 

consisted of methods such as securities trading, gambling, auctions and owning real-world commodities 

through representative crypto-assets (coloured coins and security tokens), all as means for disassociating funds 

from their criminal origin (NIKKEI Asian Review 2013; Swanson 2014). The latter consisted of setting up illicit 

coin/security offerings (ICOs/STOs) to facilitate such exchanges (Allison 2019; Barone and Masciandaro 2019), 

storing cryptocurrency in satellite vaults to evade worldly regulations (Tucker 2015), mingling cryptoassets with 

legitimate funds using mixers (Covolo 2019; van Wegberg, Oerlemans, and van Deventer 2018), using low-KYC 

cryptoasset ATMs for cash-crypto exchanges (O’Donnell and Wilson 2019; Reutzel 2016) and obfuscating 

transactions with privacy coins or smart contracts (Virga 2015).  

For terrorist financing, the possible use of a decentralised autonomous organisation (DAO), which utilises smart 

contract technology to democratically sustain a crypto investment pool, was mentioned as a highly advanced 

variant of typical charity-based fundraising (Zamfir 2017). Theoretically, terrorist financing pools could use this 

technology to transfer, by consensus, collective funds to terrorist entities. 

Many identified ML/TF methods were modernised variants of traditional ML/TF. For example, ‘mixing’ illicit 

cryptocurrency fulfils a similar function to cash-intensive businesses, a traditional method of mingling illicit 

cash proceeds with legitimate ones. Numerous similar parallels can be drawn; satellite crypto-vaults can be 

considered the ‘off-world’ variant of ‘off-shore’ tax havens, while smart contracts (in an ML context) can be 

considered the DLT variant of complex legal documents disguising shell corporation activities. Other traditional 

methods, such as converting illicit cash into casino chips or high-value goods, can now be replicated on the 
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Blockchain using coloured coins representing such assets in digital casinos or auctions respectively. The 

abundance of such examples demonstrates the widespread ML/TF ‘modernisation’ capabilities of DLT.  

At-risk stakeholders 

Publications offered varied perspectives on what constituted at-risk stakeholders. Due to existing AML/CFT 

regulations associated with virtual asset service providers (VASPs), cryptocurrency wallet providers and 

exchanges were mentioned the most. New regulations were the focal point in many publications, in particular 

the EU’s 5th Anti-Money Laundering Directive (5AMLD) in 2017 classifying them as AML/CFT-compliant 

entities (Guarascio 2016; Hughes and Middlebrook 2015). 

More broadly, any entity issuing tokens or providing an anonymising service was mentioned. Social media sites, 

for example, were mentioned due to their growing interest in launching stablecoins (BBC 2019), and because 

some still allow terrorist groups to promote and provide links for cryptocurrency donations on their profiles 

(Goldman et al. 2017). In the decentralised finance (or ‘DeFi’) space, any token-issuing protocols and 

decentralised exchanges (DEXs) were also regarded as at-risk. Related to these entities were cryptocurrency 

banks and payment gateways (Tu and Meredith 2015), which facilitate loans and online purchases with 

cryptoassets respectively. Stakeholders were also discussed relatively evenly (but more briefly) across PQC and 

ST publications.  

Risk characteristics 

Identified risk characteristics consisted of technical capabilities (such as irrevocability of payments) and 

regulatory difficulties (such as the abundance of non-compliant cryptoasset services). PQC publications covered 

more issues and were more detailed, particularly in the case of technical features that make DLT criminogenic. 

Many of the identified characteristics have a causal relationship with each other. For example, the ‘lack of 

adequate regulation’ (a commonly identified characteristic) exasperates the risks of ‘anonymity’ and ‘lack of 

traceability’, two other commonly identified characteristics (Virga 2015). However, the ‘abundance of non-

compliant virtual asset services’ reciprocally makes solving the lack of adequate regulation difficult (O’Donnell 

and Wilson 2019). Perhaps in part due to the abundance of such services, blockchain technology has enjoyed a 

widening yet potentially risky global acceptance, making effective regulation more difficult. Indeed, wider global 

acceptance was mentioned as a risk characteristic in numerous publications from 2015 through to 2019, 

indicating the continuity of this issue over time (Albrecht et al. 2019; Gomber, Koch, and Siering 2017; Tu and 

Meredith 2015).1 The cyclical relationship of all these risk characteristics poses a difficult dilemma for law 

enforcement and regulators.  

New payment methods (NPMs) 

All PQC publications for NPMs employed a qualitative methodology. ST publications mostly included news 

articles and reports. Although NPMs have been a long-established ML/TF risk, publications were often 

ambiguous about more recent developments and their crime implications, meaning that evidence, relevance 

 
1 Since this review, El Salvador has become the first country to accept Bitcoin as legal tender in September 2021 
(Arslanian et al. 2021). 
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and clarity scores were often low. Most publications considered financial or regulatory topics, with several 

discussing NPMs alongside blockchain-related issues. 

Enablers 

Similar to DLT, many identified NPM enablers were value instruments that allow users to exchange, transfer or 

hold funds in a secure form alternative to cash or traditional bank accounts. These included virtual (non-crypto) 

currencies, such as online gaming currencies and other digital value assets such as ‘e-gold’ (Choo 2015; Peterson 

2013). Pre-paid cards, which hold funds digitally without the need for a bank account, were also frequently 

mentioned (FFIEC 2016), as were more obscure variants such as carbon emissions permits (Williams 2013). 

Such examples suggest that NPMs may not necessarily arise from technological advances, but (in the case of 

carbon emissions permits) from developments in legal or environmental policy. Also discussed in a similar 

respect were the diversifying methods for storing funds, in either traditional currency or alternative format, in 

a less regulated setting. These could be mobile payment services, payment processors or e-commerce sites, 

where users can hold funds in digital accounts (Martin 2019; Peterson 2013). 

Publications also mentioned improvements to payment technologies that would make payments faster, more 

efficient and potentially harder to detect or prevent suspicious activity. The rise of Bluetooth or infrared 

payments (FFIEC 2016), mobile wallets such as Apple Pay or Google Pay (Rossi 2014), alongside social media 

or mobile-enabled payments, were mentioned in particular. 

Other noted enablers pertained to the rising phenomenon of trading goods or services via new mobile 

applications or through e-commerce on online marketplaces such as Facebook Marketplace (Rossi 2014; Furst 

2018). These developments were mentioned due to the growing simplicity of facilitating online transactions via 

apps, to which AML regulations do not apply in many jurisdictions and with which payment functionalities are 

integrated. This was perceived to enable additional criminal opportunities, along with an extra layer of 

complexity when it comes to identifying possible offenders. 

ML/TF methods 

Most identified NPM ML/TF methods came from academic sources, with little contribution from ST. Some 

methods, such as structuring, were traditional ML methods adapted to NPMs. For terrorist financing in 

particular, traditional cash couriering across borders was mentioned as a process that could be significantly 

enhanced (in terms of volumes transferred) and better concealed by couriering pre-paid cards instead (Goldman 

et al. 2017; HM Treasury and Home Office 2020). 

However, several identified methods were uniquely enabled by NPMs. An example identified for online gaming 

virtual currencies was real-world trading, namely purchasing online gaming currency or high-value items with 

illicit funds and selling them to other players for clean funds (Ramos, Funderbuck, and Gebelein 2018; Peterson 

2013). More long-term and resource-intensive possibilities were also identified, including establishing 

environmentally-friendly front companies with illicit funds, claiming carbon emissions permits from the 

government, and trading them for clean funds (Williams 2013). Acquiring or establishing deliberately illicit 

payment processing companies to reduce the risk of suspicious activity reporting were also mentioned in this 

regard (Virga 2015; Alsaibai et al. 2020).  
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Some methods, such as chargeback fraud (transferring illicit funds on a payment processor and then requesting 

a refund of clean funds) or false payments for non-existent goods/services, highlighted how illicit activity and 

ML can occur simultaneously. Notably, transaction laundering is a highly elusive technique for doing this and 

will be discussed later in detail.  

At-risk stakeholders 

NPM publications identified stakeholders briefly at best. Most commonly identified were issuers of virtual 

currencies, such as online gaming assets, carbon permits or indeed any asset of value that can be freely 

exchanged or traded for a government backed currency. The remaining stakeholders were facilitators of 

payments, such as mobile apps and e-commerce sites. Similar to ML/TF methods, stakeholders were more 

commonly identified in academic articles. 

On occasion, stakeholders were mentioned due to their risks being increased by external factors. Mobile network 

operators, which allow payments via mobile phones, were mentioned due to their appeal in unbanked or 

underbanked populations, where the scope for KYC is poor and AML regulations are not necessarily well 

implemented (Whisker and Lokanan 2019; Martin 2019). Online notaries were mentioned due to their increased 

use during the Covid-19 pandemic (Trulioo and PYMNTS.com 2020b), reducing the possibility of face-to-face 

identity verification. 

Risk characteristics 

That virtual currencies or other mediums were globally transferrable, easy to use, easily convertible, easy to 

handle remotely, inexpensive due to low commissions and quick to transfer were all mentioned as risk factors 

that would make them attractive to launderers (Dostov and Shust 2014; Whisker and Lokanan 2019). For 

financiers of terrorism, the secure and low-cost nature NPMs – along with their susceptibility to predicate 

offences (such as chargeback fraud) – were mentioned as particular risks, exemplifying their potential as scaled 

alternatives to more traditional terrorist money transfer methods. 

Many risks are increased as NPM providers seek to improve their competitive advantage, for example when pre-

paid card providers increase their transaction value limits (Choo 2013). This is a more concerning observation 

for NPM providers that deliberately seek to cater to an illicit audience, for which anonymity, lax ID checks and 

wilful oversight of criminal activity were mentioned as particular risks (Brito 2015; Martin 2019). 

FinTech and new financial products 

PQC publications were exclusively qualitative journal articles. ST publications were more diverse, consisting of 

news and magazine articles, reports by international institutions and corporate blogs. Both PQC and ST 

publications focused on finance, regulation and technological developments. Many focused on the benefits of 

technology rather than the risks, thus attaining lower relevance and clarity scores. Due to the overarching focus 

on future prospects of automation, consulted evidence was limited, leading to low scores in that category also.  

Enablers 

The massive growth in data generated in recent times, increases in (cloud) computing power, and advances in 

machine learning have allowed swathes of information to be efficiently analysed. The consequence of this, as 
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identified in the review, is that more and more banking services are becoming automated (Vovchenko et al. 

2018). Smart ATMs (allowing a range of banking procedures, such as cashing in cheques, in an automated 

manner) and robotic process automation (automating customer interactions with financial services) are just 

two examples. These are likely to further reduce human oversight of financial transactions as such enablers 

continue to become mainstream. 

A range of other enablers, designed to enhance customer convenience potentially at the risk of inadvertent 

ML/TF exploitation, were also identified. These included remote deposits of cheques (FFIEC 2016), digital-only 

banks that do not have physical branches and operate only through websites or mobile apps (Furst 2018; 

Woodford and Darrah 2019), and low-regulation ‘charter cities’ designed as business-friendly locations for 

financial services themselves (Reisen 2016). 

Reviewed publications also noted an increased interest in ‘alternative finance’ (AltFi), designed to bypass 

traditional financial services entirely, an ethos similar to that of blockchain technology. Peer-to-peer lending 

(where lenders and borrowers can interact and agree terms directly) and crowdfunding (where donors or 

investors can place funds in user-submitted causes or projects) were mentioned in this regard (Furst 2018; 

Lagarde 2018; Soudijn 2019).  

In general, a growing trend of supplementary services (such as wealth advisory apps) were identified (Lagarde 

2018), given their potential evolvement into future automated services engaging in transactions. Online versions 

of traditional services, such as hawala remittance or currency exchange, were also mentioned (Soudijn 2019). 

Publications additionally noted an increasing interest in blockchain technology by FinTech, with crypto-

securities (financial products that derive their value from an underlying cryptoasset) being mentioned as 

potential developments (Hughes and Middlebrook 2015).2 

ML/TF methods 

Despite mentioning several enablers, publications seldom described methods for exploiting them in detail. This 

corresponds with both the overall lower number of publications consulted for FinTech, as well as their low 

relevance and clarity scores. These imply that while an ML/TF nexus was mentioned (hence their inclusion in 

the review), it often was not central to the publications consulted. The enablers can therefore be regarded as 

‘weak signals’ of potential ML/TF risk rather than those with already-established ML/TF methods.  

Methods that were mentioned were often discussed vaguely, often to equal extents by both PQC and ST 

publications. A general method, applying to a wide range of identified enablers, involved exploiting automated 

systems, either through malicious cyberactivity or simply identifying and utilising system faults (Trulioo and 

PYMNTS.com 2020b). Smart or ‘white-label’ ATMs (ATMs that operate with agreements of, but are not 

themselves, banks) were mentioned as particularly vulnerable to such attacks (Choo 2013; RNZ Insight 2018).  

The remaining methods generally concerned the exploitation of anonymous or peer-to-peer services, such as 

online currency exchanges or crowdfunding platforms (Virga 2015; Soudijn 2019). Establishing illicit 

 
2 Subsequent to this review, the first bitcoin futures exchange-traded fund (ETF) started trading on the New 
York Stock Exchange on 19 October 2021 (Najumi 2021). 
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fundraisers on crowdfunding platforms and then loading it with criminal funds was identified, in particular, as 

both an ML and TF risk (Lagarde 2018; HM Treasury and Home Office 2020). 

At-risk stakeholders 

As with ML/TF methods, discussions of at-risk stakeholders were very broad. Overall, few stakeholders were 

identified and were infrequently discussed across both databases. Banks were naturally the most mentioned at-

risk entity due to their continued centrality to the financial system. Digital-only banks were also mentioned as 

an at-risk entity given their reduced scope for face-to-face KYC (Breslow et al. 2017). Many require nothing more 

than a photo upload of a driving license, which could be forged or stolen, to open an account. 

Online remittance systems and currency exchangers were an entity regarded as at-risk due to the modernisation 

and expansion of hawala services provided through these channels (Furst 2018; Soudijn 2019). P2P lenders 

were also identified as relevant stakeholders, since they carry out similar functions to crowdfunding platforms 

with comparatively lower regulations than traditional financial services. Payment merchants were mentioned 

due to the growing number of business transactions that they oversee (FFIEC 2016). 

Risk characteristics 

Few publications discussed FinTech risk characteristics in depth. Those that did often referred to general 

characteristics such as ‘automation’, rather than specific risks. As with DLT and NPMs, anonymity and fast 

transactions were identified as recurring risks, particularly in relation to convenience-enhancing online 

financial access drives that inadvertently reduce the capacity to effectively conduct identification checks on new 

customers.  

The cost of cybersecurity solutions, in particular, was a mentioned risk characteristic that reflects the 

replacement of traditional human oversight with automated processes (Wewege, Lee, and Thomsett 2020). 

Previously, complicit employees that would circumvent AML procedures for criminal accomplices were seen as 

a major risk. As such positions are automated, malicious code has increasingly become the modernised 

equivalent of complicit employees – thereby shifting the focus from anti-corruption to resilient cyber systems. 

For AltFi developments, the lack of regulation was mentioned in particular (Trulioo and PYMNTS.com 2020b). 

Overall, no particularly surprising or terrorist financing-specific risk characteristics were identified. 

Discussion  

The above findings identify commonalities both within and across DLT, NPMs and FinTech. While these apply 

to existing or developing technologies, they also potentially apply to technologies that may emerge in the future, 

informing whether these are likely to pose ML/TF risks and, if so, the reason(s) why. These underlying trends 

– of which there were six – and their most (and least) noteworthy threats are now discussed for the purpose of 

informing future risk assessments.  

The purpose of identifying underlying trends is to pinpoint the different ‘vectors’ by which development 

technologies can facilitate ML/TF, hence allowing focus on and targeted risk assessment of specific 

vulnerabilities. Overall, they can give a clearer understanding to stakeholders of innovative technology on where 

to focus pre-emptive prevention efforts, while making risk assessments more efficient. Additionally, these 
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vectors can serve to identify or expand horizon scanning for additional risks that were not necessarily identified 

in this review, or are yet to be invented. 

Alternative mediums 

The most common trend, identified across DLTs, NPMs and once (namely crypto-securities) in FinTech, was 

the provision of new mediums for criminals to exchange, store and transfer illicit funds. These include but are 

not limited to all crypto-tokens (for DLT) and pre-paid cards and (online gaming) virtual currencies (for NPMs). 

Alternative mediums need not be a unique value instrument in themselves. They can also include mobile money 

and online payment systems that offer accounts storing fiat currency in a less detectable way than standard bank 

accounts. 

The basic ML scheme identified for alternative mediums (see figure 3) involves exchanging illicit funds into the 

medium, followed by a series of transfers to obfuscate the funds trail or to send them to a criminal accomplice. 

Offenders can then store their funds in the medium or exchange it back, or alternatively use it (if possible) to 

directly purchase high value goods.  

 

Fig. 3 Alternative mediums and ML/TF 

Any enabler or stakeholder hosting, exchanging or facilitating the transfer of alternative mediums (generalisable 

as ‘alternative medium service providers’ or AMSPs) are at risk of exploitation of complicity. These may include 

crypto-exchanges, pre-paid card providers, ICOs/STOs, mobile network providers or even unwitting 

governments exchanging illicit funds into carbon permits. They can also include entities that accept alternative 

mediums (such as cryptocurrencies) for payment in return for high value goods. 

Alternative mediums can constitute an ML/TF risk if they present, through whatever risk characteristic(s), 

features attractive to criminals. At the very least, alternative mediums need to be easily exchangeable (both to 

and from the medium), easily stored and easily transferrable. Additional risk characteristics can include 

anonymity, their decentralised nature, ineffective regulations (i.e. their lack of global compliance or resilience 

to loopholes), widening global acceptance, high value limits, high trade volumes, low commission, stable value, 

ease of access and/or high transaction speed.  

The widening global acceptance of alternative mediums, such as cryptocurrency, and their ‘attractiveness to 

predicate offences’ (another identified risk characteristic) both exemplify another issue for the traditional 

AML/CFT framework. For ML/TF offenders, the initial ‘placement’ phase of ML typically incurs the highest risk 
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of detection due to the suspicious nature of large transactions (Buchanan 2004). However, the increasingly 

lucrative nature of cybercrime, including scams, online extortion, hacks and ransomware, typically generate 

cryptoassets to begin with. This negates the cybercriminal’s need to initially ‘place’ funds and risk triggering a 

suspicious activity alert, as their proceeds are in a semi-anonymous medium (i.e. cryptocurrency) to begin with. 

With some payment gateways now providing the ability to purchase high-value assets (including real estate) 

directly in cryptocurrency, criminal funds can potentially be laundered entirely within the ecosystem of 

alternative mediums (such as blockchains) without ever leaving until the very end (Gilbert 2022). 

The risk characteristics of alternative mediums can form the basis of a cost-benefit assessment to determine 

whether their legitimate utility outweighs their propensity for criminal exploitation. Identified in this review as 

particularly high-risk mediums, per the characteristics above, include stablecoins, which are a safer storage 

medium compared to other crypto-currencies due to their private issuance and stable values. Utility tokens, due 

to the relatively unregulated nature of the DeFi protocols that they power, are also high-risk. Lower risk 

mediums include customer loyalty points, which are often centralised and difficult to convert to any other 

medium. 

The wider debate surrounding DeFi and stablecoins, the latter essentially being the ‘privatisation’ of central 

banking by allowing corporations to issue currency (O’Neal 2019), signals that the future directions of 

alternative mediums are likely to be wide-ranging amid diminishing central oversight. Pre-emptive 

futureproofing is therefore necessary to prevent their exploitation from spiralling out of control.  

Concealment enhancers 

Concealment enhancers enable additional steps that offenders can take to further anonymise the exchange, 

transfer or storage of alternative mediums (per the ‘anonymisation’ stage in Figure 4) to reduce detection risk. 

This trend was mostly observed for DLT, but identified methods are also compatible with NPMs and FinTech. 

Concealment enhancers range from small activities such as structuring funds across accounts to large-scale 

operations such as establishing illicit platforms to exchange and trade alternative mediums anonymously. Such 

was the case for Liberty Reserve, a now-defunct platform allowing anonymous trading of virtual currency, the 

owner of which was imprisoned for facilitating the laundering of around USD$6 billion (Stempel 2015). There 

have been cases where illicit funds transfers have been disguised as extortionate transaction fees on tiny 

cryptocurrency transfers by illicit/complicit crypto-exchanges (Farrugia, Ellul, and Azzopardi 2020). For 

terrorist financing, DAOs were specifically discussed as an anonymity-enhanced way of pooling and donating 

funds. 

The most commonly mentioned concealment enhancers were cryptoasset mixers, which mingle and run a series 

of cryptocurrency transactions with ‘tainted’ cryptocurrency to fool taint tracking systems which could 

otherwise detect them (van Wegberg, Oerlemans, and van Deventer 2018). The methods used by mixers in 

particular have become increasingly ingenious. A recent report gave light to ‘crypto-dusting’, a new method used 

by the now-defunct BestMixer.io in October 2018. This sent miniscule amounts of tainted cryptocurrency to 

several legitimate wallets disguised as an advertising campaign, thereby tainting them and, by making it difficult 

to trace the flow of the original tainted coins, fooling taint tracking analytical tools (CipherTrace, 2019; Jake, 
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2018). The use of privacy coins that hide transaction amounts and wallet information, such as Monero, can also 

increase the difficulty of tracking tainted crypto-assets. 

Most stakeholders associated with concealment enhancers, such as mixers or illicit alternative medium 

providers, are aware of (and in some cases promote) their appeal to criminals. However, some good-natured 

developments inadvertently create concealment enhancers. For example, layer 2 solutions for blockchain 

systems may have legitimate purposes such as speeding up blockchain transactions, but at the cost of blockchain 

transparency (Covolo 2019).  

Assessing the risk characteristics of concealment enhancers is crucial to determine the level of future threat and 

prevalence of usage. The illicit utility of a concealment enhancer is essentially a function of its cost to deploy, 

available substitutes and the level of additional concealment it provides. Considerations should also account for 

the ‘base’ detection risk that would be observed if the enhancer was not present, as in many cases it may be low 

enough to negate the economic utility of deploying more resource-intensive enhancers. For example, storing 

cryptocurrency in virtual reality headsets and transporting them across borders (Ramos, Funderbuck, and 

Gebelein 2018) is arguably not a realistic concealment enhancer; easier, cheaper and less conspicuous 

alternatives, such as storing cryptocurrency on USBs, exist. Storing crypto in satellite vaults is another example 

of a concealment enhancer that is unlikely, given that the facilitating space start-ups themselves are likely to be 

regulated, to generate a cost-benefit advantage to the average launderer. 

Identifying concealment enhancers of the future is therefore likely to entail proofing developments that are 

legitimate but inadvertent (such as layer 2 scaling), locating and shutting down illicit AMSPs and unearthing 

new suspicious transaction patterns (such as crypto-dusting) that may correspond to anonymisation attempts. 

Also notable is their tendency to mimic more traditional money concealment methods already well known in 

the field of ML/TF, though by substituting them with technological advancements. Satellite bitcoin storage, 

crypto-gambling and crypto-auctions have all been previously discussed in this regard.  

Digital invoice manipulation 

This trend, identified exclusively for NPMs such as mobile applications with built-in payment capabilities, is 

essentially a modernisation of the traditional ‘trade-based money laundering’ (TBML) over-invoicing method. 

TBML would conventionally require two or more corporate structures (FATF 2006b). One would trade with the 

other, invoicing the goods or services at a higher or lower rate than their market price, depending on the 

direction of illicit flows. The recipient would then sell the goods at market price in order to complete the process 

(FATF 2006b). This is summarised in figure 4. 
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Fig. 4: Traditional TBML 

With NPMs, criminals no longer need to establish companies or trade with each other. They can simply use third 

party intermediaries, such as AirBnB, to list a fake good or service, possibly using identity concealment 

techniques and visual manipulations such as ‘deepfakes’ (convincing fake images or videos) to make them seem 

real (Kietzmann et al. 2020). Since these intermediaries often cannot physically verify the trade of every good 

or service advertised on their platform, a criminal could simply accept the ‘purchase’ or ‘booking’ of his or her 

accomplice without actually providing anything in return. An invoice would be generated by the intermediary 

application, legitimising the transaction. It should also be noted that, even if verifying app user activity in all 

cases is possible, there may be a lack of motivation by app developers or their account-providing traditional 

financial services to proactively do so (Feedzai 2021). The lengthy process of ‘over-invoicing’ in traditional 

TBML is therefore shortened substantially. Figure 5 shows the adapted ‘over-invoicing’ method in Figure 4 to 

demonstrate digital invoice manipulation. 

 

Fig. 5 Technology-enhanced TBML (digital invoice manipulation) 
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which were then being purchased and downloaded many times despite having no actual in-app utility (Ramos, 

Funderbuck, and Gebelein 2018).  

Many app stores and app providers have internal fraud departments to detect malicious listings and activity. An 

example can be found in a blog post by Chen (2018) outlining Uber’s fraud detection systems. This trend is 

therefore unlikely to facilitate large-scale ML/TF, as these fraud departments are certain to detect unrealistic 

transactions (such as a house being rented for millions of dollars on an accommodation renting app). Many 

publications used the term ‘micro-laundering’ to describe methods associated with this trend for this reason 

(Alsaibai et al. 2020). Nevertheless, the method may still be attractive for donations-based terrorist financing 

and smaller-scale operations. 

Risk characteristics associated with digital invoice manipulation include their simplicity, global nature of 

transactions, susceptibility of at-risk stakeholders (e.g. e-commerce sites) to predicate offences such as 

chargeback fraud and the lax ID checks needed to establish accounts on them (Goldman et al. 2017). While not 

directly an ML/TF risk, the enhancement of payment technologies (both in terms of speed and options) is also 

a key enabler of digital invoice manipulation. Contactless, integration with mobile wallets and possible future 

advances such as Bluetooth and Infrared payments all enhance the convenience and speed of transactions 

(including illicit ones), adding further pressure on stakeholders to detect and stop suspicious transfers in a 

timely manner.  

Transaction laundering 

Transaction laundering (TL) is similar to digital invoice manipulation. However, it can be considered an 

‘offshoot trend’ for numerous reasons. TL involves diverting illicit (often Dark Web) transactions (such as for 

drugs or firearms) through a front company with a merchant account, thus allowing them to be invoiced as 

transactions for legitimate goods/services (Chattopadhyay 2018). Upon agreeing a price for illicit drugs on the 

Dark Web, for example, a buyer would be rerouted to a legitimate looking e-commerce site where they would 

make an ‘order’ for innocent-looking items that do not actually exist (such as books or clothes), which would in 

fact be payment for the illicit goods/services agreed. Oblivious payment service providers then process and thus 

inadvertently launder these funds. 

TL can involve setting up a front business or using a ‘pass-through’ business willing to offer its merchant account 

for illicit use (Trulioo and PYMNTS.com 2020b). An example of a TL scheme, disguised through an e-bookstore, 

is shown in figure 6. 

 

Fig. 6 Transaction laundering 
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TL poses serious dangers that are less evident than other trends. Firstly, TL typically enlists a willing criminal 

entity to process transactions, rather than a legitimate service or mobile app. Therefore, a crucial node of 

possible detection, i.e. internal fraud departments, is lost. Secondly, TL effectively merges the predicate offence 

(such as illegal drug distribution) and the laundering of its proceeds into one transaction. Illicit funds are 

essentially laundered as they are generated. Finally, the relevant stakeholders or risk characteristics for TL are 

substantially vague, as virtually any online site with e-commerce capabilities is at risk.  

Due to its elusiveness, TL has been referred to as the ‘least enforced’ form of contemporary ML (Teicher 2018b), 

and as a ‘huge financial blindspot’ (Kaminska 2017). TL-related technological developments are worrying. For 

example, with some payment service providers now accepting cryptocurrency payments, TL can now occur in 

the decentralised DLT ecosystem with even less detection possibilities. 

Manipulating automation 

This trend involves exploiting the faults and limitations of automated financial services to prevent suspicious 

transaction alerts from being raised (RNZ Insight 2018). Examples of manipulable FinTech developments 

include smart ATMs, robo-advisory (automated financial advice and customer service) and online banking. The 

main driver of this trend is the lack of (or delayed) human oversight, potentially allowing software manipulation 

to become easier and unnoticeable (Vovchenko et al. 2018). Automation also increases the chance of system 

faults, which can then be exploited without prior manipulation. For example, in 2017, smart ATMs operated by 

the Commonwealth Bank of Australia failed to generate suspicious activity reports for over 53,000 deposits 

exceeding the mandatory AUD$10,000 reporting threshold (RNZ Insight 2018). 

Reviewed publications were not overtly technical on how automated services could be manipulated. Many 

emphasised the benefits of automation in improving (rather than complicating) transaction monitoring through 

‘RegTech’, namely technology-enabled compliance software. However, the few risks described allude strongly 

to adversarial perturbation (AP), a growing field of machine learning. AP is where a malicious algorithm aims 

to understand and defeat a detector algorithm (Kurakin, Goodfellow, and Bengio 2017), such as AML/CFT 

detection software (Faith, Hasan, and Enshaie 2020). Such technology is already able to fool fraudulent-image 

(‘deepfakes’) detection software and inject datasets with malicious data (Qiu et al. 2019). The cyber-threat to 

automation therefore extends beyond ML/TF and remains a significant issue that, despite substantial 

investment in IT security, continues to pose serious risks. 

Convenience enhancers 

This trend concerns reduced CDD capabilities of financial services undergoing convenience drives. These 

endeavours include the increase in remote access to services such as digital-only banks (Furst 2018; Woodford 

and Darrah 2019), peer-to-peer lending and the integration of financial services with non-related stakeholders. 

The latter includes new start-ups providing the ability to make payments over social media messaging apps and 

chatbots (Trulioo and PYMNTS.com 2020a). Such convenience drives, often accompanied by rapid customer 

accumulation business models, can reduce CDD capabilities, hasten onboarding procedures and spread risk 

over a larger number of (often unregulated and inexperienced) stakeholders by involving them in the transaction 

process. 
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Convenience enhancers are essentially a gateway to other risks. By using fraudulent ID and passing remote CDD 

checks, malicious users can gain access to platforms that host alternative mediums, concealment enhancers, 

digital payments functionalities or manipulable systems. The same risks apply to peer-to-peer services, 

including online crowdfunding sites where criminals can set up and lend their own illicit funds to seemingly 

legitimate ventures or causes.  

Convenience enhancers can also operate on the macro-level, spearheaded by governments and international 

organisations. Examples include charter cities, namely economic zones with reduced regulations and unique 

laws to bolster trade and investment by making such economic activities more convenient (Reisen 2016). 

However, this macro-convenience enhancing drive could inadvertently enable large-scale ML/TF, corruption, 

sanctions evasion and tax evasion. Such concerns led a proposed charter city project in Honduras to fail in the 

early 2010s (Hutchinson 2012). 

While its ‘gateway’ status makes this trend a concern, to attempt to solve it with stricter CDD regulations will 

arguably be ineffective. Such measures are often expensive for start-ups, have a high false positive rate and low 

rates of actual detection, making them detrimental to innovation in a cost-benefit sense. It is arguable that pre-

emptive detection and prevention capabilities are better allocated to countering the other underlying trends 

identified. 

Expert reception of underlying trends 

Given the often speculative and unclear nature of the publications consulted, the emerging underlying trends 

were subjected to expert verification. Participants were invited from three sources. These were: 1) authors of 

reviewed publications (contacted: 145); 2) industry experts recruited through events and conferences 

(contacted: 27); and, 3) snowballing (contacted: 54). Surveys (having obtained research ethics approval) were 

conducted anonymously online with explicit consent. 

Those who participated (N=51, see appendix 4 for participant profiles) were invited to select the technology 

category (DLT, NPM, FinTech) with which they were most familiar. FinTech was referred to as ‘new financial 

services and products’ in surveys to differentiate them from the other two categories, which are sometimes 

encompassed in the definition of ‘FinTech’. Some chose multiple categories, with 17 selecting DLT, 17 selecting 

NPM and 14 selecting FinTech. The underlying trends were only presented to the respondents to which they 

were most relevant; DLT participants scored alternative mediums and concealment enhancers, NPM 

participants scored alternative mediums and digital invoice manipulation, while FinTech participants scored 

automation manipulation and convenience enhancers. Due to its specific nature and similarity to digital invoice 

manipulation, transaction laundering was not included as a stand-alone trend for scoring. 

The survey (which was part of a larger study) was conducted online (12 May to 9 June 2020) and participants 

were provided with a brief description of the relevant underlying trends along with illustrative diagrams. 

Participants rated each trend for accuracy on a 1 (very inaccurate)-5 (very accurate) Likert scale, separately for 

both ML and TF (table 3). They were also asked to explain their scores.  
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Table 3 Accuracy of underlying trends 

Trend (category) 
Money laundering Terrorist financing 

N M SD Range N M SD Range 

Alternative mediums (DLT) 17 (1) 4.25 0.93 2-5 14 (5) 3.44 0.88 3-5 

Concealment enhancers (DLT) 17 (1) 4.13 0.96 2-5 14 (4) 3.30 0.67 2-4 

Alternative mediums (NPM) 17 (0) 4.41 0.62 3-5 13 (2) 4.08 0.90 3-5 

Digital invoice manipulation (NPM) 16 (2) 4.50 0.65 3-5 14 (2) 3.91 1.22 3-5 

Manipulating automation (FinTech) 14 (2) 4.12 0.67 3-5 14 (3) 4.18 0.87 3-5 

Convenience enhancers (FinTech) 14 (3) 4.45 0.69 3-5 14 (4) 4.20 0.79 3-5 

Numbers in brackets indicate “Don’t know” 

 

Average scores for all trends were above 4 for ML. Scores were lower for TF, with concealment enhancers only 

achieving an average score of 3.30. Some respondents reasoned that TF prioritises concealing recipients over 

transactions and that it still uses ‘old school methods’ (such as cash transactions) compared to ML, an assertion 

backed by the UK’s HM Treasury and Home Office (2020). No expert identified specific inaccuracies, however, 

illustrating general overall agreement with the findings of this review. 

In terms of omissions, emphasis on high-demand but low-supply goods such as personal protective equipment 

(PPE) was made in the context of the Covid-19 pandemic, with participants noting that high liquidity, firm 

demand and reduced customs checks on the trading of such essential items allowed for their use as physical 

alternative mediums to exchange, store and transfer illicit funds. The possibility of corrupt employees (i.e. 

‘insider threats’) facilitating these trends within risk-prone stakeholders, was also mentioned. In the review, 

‘manipulating automation’ was discussed as the technologically-enhanced form of employee complicity. 

However, experts correctly pointed out that both risks can easily occur concurrently, with complicit employees 

assisting the manipulation of automated systems by ‘leaking’ internally-identified vulnerabilities. In terms of 

non-conforming risks, respondents mentioned lax regulations and poorly regulated countries. These are indeed 

an issue complementary to the review findings. It was envisaged by one reviewed study that ICOs, for example, 

would mainly relocate to lax jurisdictions, such as Switzerland and Luxembourg, in the near future (Mariñas 

2018).  

One specific DLT risk mentioned was the use of coloured coins to represent already illicit assets and services 

(such as illicit arms or trafficked gemstones), perhaps at manipulated prices, on a criminal blockchain. Beyond 

specific interesting insights, however, respondents did not mention any omission or non-conforming risk that 

directly invalidated or warranted reconsideration of the identified trends. 

Review strengths and limitations 

Despite consulting a futures database, most of the results identified concerned contemporary developments, 

with notable exceptions being satellite cryptocurrency vaults, some payments technologies and possible future 

charter cities. Some developments that have since been identified as ML/TF risks but that were not picked up 

in the review were include non-fungible tokens (NFTs) (Chipolina 2021). Many publications were also 
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ambiguous in acknowledging the difference between ML/TF; several results were often mentioned for one crime 

(usually ML only) despite being relevant to both, or mentioned for both despite seemingly only being compatible 

with one.  

Nevertheless, the large array of enablers, ML/TF methods, stakeholders and risk characteristics identified, 

courtesy of the diversity of material consulted, allowed underlying trends to be uncovered that could alleviate 

these limitations and inform futures thinking. This is arguably more useful than identifying specific, stand-alone 

future risks. By identifying such trends based on contemporary drivers of technological change and criminal 

abuse, any future development can be assessed for crime risks accordingly; whether it was specifically identified 

in the review or not therefore becomes insignificant. 

The diversity of consulted material and quality assessments conducted also enhanced the quality of the devised 

underlying trends. This was mainly due to the two databases largely accounting for the shortfalls of the other. 

ST publications were often shorter in length (mainly news articles), therefore offering brief insights on multiple 

enablers of concern but little further discussion on their specific ML/TF possibilities, relevant stakeholders or 

risk characteristics. In contrast, PQC publications often focused on a smaller number of enablers but in great 

depth, often listing risk characteristics in tables and providing examples of misuse. The complementary and 

cross-corroborative nature of each database allowed for the better understanding of specific examples, relevant 

stakeholders and risk characteristics associated with each trend. This is thus motivated as an effective strategy 

for futures-oriented scoping reviews to come. 

The positive feedback from the expert verification exercise suggests that the underlying trends identified are 

accurate. This was additionally useful in confirming the utility of these findings for a practitioner audience, 

including law enforcement, government, finance and compliance. It is possible that agreement was affected by 

conformity to prevailing discourses within specific industries. However, the potential for such biases across 

experts is reduced given the range of different industries consulted and the fact that they were interviewed 

independently. 

Conclusion 

The review has identified a range of different ways in which distributed ledger technologies, new payment 

methods and financial technologies are modernising ML/TF methods. Technological innovators, however, have 

no apparent intention of slowing down to re-assess their ML/TF risks. By using a modified methodology 

motivated as effective for similar exercises in the future, this review identifies six underlying trends from which 

ML/TF risks of emerging developments are forecasted to derive. The discussion has also assessed the particular 

risks within each trend that are likely to have a higher future impact (such as stablecoins). Having been verified 

as accurate by experts, these trends can form the basis of risk assessments for future technologies to pre-

emptively determine their risks, so that they can be futureproofed in their development phase. Further research 

to more precisely determine the levels of risk that each enabler, stakeholder or characteristic generates, which 

has been touched upon in abstract terms in this study, can therefore assist in devising these futures-oriented 

risk assessments.  
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Even if risks are effectively assessed, however, the question remains how subsequent futureproofing or risk 

mitigation might actually occur without stifling otherwise hugely beneficial innovation. This question has eluded 

sound responses from governments and practitioners worldwide for too long. However, by clarifying the 

underlying sources and nature of these risks, this review hopes to have contributed to finding solutions to this 

inevitable dilemma. 
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Appendix 1: Search strings for identifying relevant publications 

Table A1 shows the search strings used on both ProQuest Central and Shaping Tomorrow to identify money 

laundering and terrorist financing related publications. 

Table A4 Search strings used to retrieve relevant publications 

Query Search string 
Initial 

(2013-20) 

Follow-up 

(2020) 
Total 

PQC_ML 

(("LAUNDER* MONEY" OR "MONEY LAUNDERING") NEAR/30 

((FUTURE OR LATEST OR NEW OR TECHNOLOGICAL OR 

EMERGING OR PROJECTED OR DEVELOPING) NEAR/4 (TREND? 

OR DEVELOPMENT? OR METHOD* OR TYPOLOG???? OR 

TECHNIQUE? OR ADVANCE? OR TECHNOLOG????))) 

231 41 272 

     

PQC_TF 

("FINANC* TERROR*" OR "TERROR* FINANC*" OR "FUND* 

TERROR*" OR "TERROR* FUND*" OR "FINANC* OF TERROR*" OR 

"FUND* OF TERROR*") NEAR/30 ((FUTURE OR LATEST OR NEW 

OR TECHNOLOGICAL OR EMERGING OR PROJECTED OR 

DEVELOPING) NEAR/4 (TREND? OR DEVELOPMENT? OR 

METHOD* OR TYPOLOG???? OR TECHNIQUE? OR ADVANCE? OR 

TECHNOLOG????)) 

67 9 76 

     

ST_ML “MONEY LAUNDERING” OR “LAUNDER! MONEY” 197 23 220 

     

ST_TF 

“TERROR! FINANC!” OR “FINANC! TERROR!” OR “FUND! 

TERROR!” OR “TERROR! FUND!” OR “FINANC! OF TERROR!” OR 

“FUND! OF TERROR!” 

45 3 48 

Total 540 76 616 

Boolean search operators (searching both publication title and text): 

AND/OR denotes the required/optional combination of terms respectively; brackets denote order of priority; double 

quotation marks denote exact phrases; ‘NEAR/x’ denotes word proximity limits of one term to the other; asterisks (PQC) 

or exclamation points (ST) denotes wildcards (any type or number of letters to complete the preceding term); question 

marks (PQC) denote specific number of letters allowed for completing the preceding term. 
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Appendix 2: Publication exclusion criteria 

The exclusion criteria applied to the initially identified publications, along with the numbers excluded at each 

stage, is shown in figure A1. 

 

Fig. A1 The hierarchical exclusion process 

Where possible, inaccessible publications (e.g. with corrupted URLs) were retrieved using the online web 

archive Wayback Machine. Two ST_ML publications were retrieved in this way, while six ST_ML and one 

ST_TF result remained inaccessible (excluded at C1). Results that entirely concerned another publication (such 

as news articles announcing the release of a relevant report) were discarded and replaced by that publication, 

leading to three PQC_ML and three ST_ML results being substituted. 
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Appendix 3: Inter-rater reliability scores for quality assessments 

Table A2 shows the quality assessment criteria applied to all included articles, for neutrality, evidence, 

relevance and clarity. The highest possible score for each category was a four. 

Table A2 Publication quality assessment criteria 

Score 
Neutrality Evidence Relevance Clarity 

The publishing entity… Publication reports… Publication discusses… Publication involves a… 

4 

Requires publication to 

be peer-reviewed prior 

to release 

Original and robust evidence, 

directly related to ML/TF, and 

formal data analysis (statistical 

or qualitative) 

Several enabling 

technologies and 

several related 

elements (e.g. risky 

attributes, 

stakeholders) 

discussed 

Clearly discusses ML/TF 

exploitation possibilities 

for all mentioned 

enabling technologies 

      

3 

Requires publication to 

be checked or edited to 

an extent prior to 

release, in a manner 

less rigorous than peer-

review 

A triangulation of different 

types of evidence (e.g. 

statistics, quotes of experts) 

from external sources with 

ML/TF inferences drawn by the 

author  

Several enablers but 

little related elements 

OR few enablers with 

many related 

elements discussed 

Clearly discusses ML/TF 

exploitation possibilities 

for some (but not all) 

mentioned enabling 

technologies 

      

2 

Does not require or 

explicitly state peer-

review or editing at the 

stage at which the 

publication has been 

released (e.g. working 

or conference papers)  

Only one type of evidence 

from external source offered 

with ML/TF inferences drawn 

by the author 

One/few enablers but 

little relevant 

elements discussed 

Discusses ML/TF 

exploitation possibilities 

in general terms and 

only in a broad context  

      

1 

Does not require peer-

review / editing (blog or 

personal site) 

Personal opinions without any 

accompanying evidence 

One/few enablers 

discussed without any 

further details 

Mentions ML/TF issues 

in an unclear context 

that is open to 

interpretation 

The Fleiss’ Kappa statistics for both rounds of coding are shown in table A3 with levels of agreement, according 

to standard interpretations of the κ statistic (McHugh 2012). Following the significant improvement in levels of 

agreement post-round 2, the remaining publications were coded by a single rater according to the clarified 

assessment criteria. Figure A2 shows the average quality scores for each technology category.  
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Table A3 Fleiss’ Kappa statistic results for inter-rater reliability 

Category 
Round 1 Round 2 

κ Z p-value Agreement κ Z p-value Agreement 

Neutrality 0.3850 3.11 0.0001 Fair 0.8438 8.46 0.0000 Almost perfect 

Evidence -0.0882 -0.71 0.7622 None 0.8043 6.14 0.0000 Almost perfect 

Relevance 0.3292 3.40 0.0003 Fair 0.6956 7.00 0.0000 Substantial 

Clarity 0.0867 0.88 0.1896 Slight 0.6807 6.72 0.0000 Substantial 

 

 

Fig. A2 Average quality assessment scores for publications by category 

 

Appendix 4: Participant profiles for expert verification 

Tables A4 and A5 show the anonymised professional and country profiles of the consulted experts for the 

verification phase of this review. 
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Table A4 Participant professional profiles for expert verification (N=51) 

Industry DLT (17) NPM (17) FinTech (14) 

Academia 8 8 2 

Consulting 2 2 3 

Financial services 3 3 3 

Government/international organisations 1 2 2 

Information technology   1 

Law enforcement 3 1 1 

Legal  2 1 

Think tanks/associations 1 1 1 

Virtual asset services 1   

Figures in brackets denote number of participants for each technology category. Some participants had multiple occupations, 

meaning that column totals may exceed this number. 

 

Table A5 Participant countries of occupation (N=51) 

Country DLT (17) NPM (17) FinTech (14) 

Australia  2  

Brazil  1 1 

Canada 1   

Estonia 1   

France   1 

Germany   1 

Global/worldwide 1   

Ireland 1 1  

Italy  1  

Latvia 1   

Malaysia  1  

Netherlands 1 1 1 

New Zealand 1   

Russia 1 1  

Singapore  1  

Taiwan (Republic of China)   1 
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Turkey 1   

United Kingdom 7 4 8 

United States 1 2 1 

Figures in brackets denote number of participants for each technology category. Some participants had multiple countries of 

work, meaning that column totals may exceed this number. 

 


